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EDITORIAL
Welcome back to the 
Edgemead News! I am 
very glad to have this 
issue to present to 
you this month. Look 
out for a new regular 
column by the Edgemead Football Club, 
whom I had the pleasure of visiting a 
few weeks ago. We are also starting 
a new series of articles covering the 
history of Edgemead. Find the first 
instalment in this issue, where we look 
at the beginning of the Garden Cities 
movement, and how that influenced 
the design of Edgemead. We are also 
announcing the winner of last issue’s the 
Easter egg hunt. Of special importance is 
the new Committee of the ERA, elected 
at the AGM in May – see later in the issue 
to meet your representatives. Of note 
this month is the issue of the Airport 
Runway realignment, and the associated 
changes in flight paths to be directly 
over Edgemead. This new runway will 
bring a lot more air traffic and therefore 
a lot more noise. Be assured that your 
ERA is doing the best we can to object 
to these changes. See later in this issue 
for more details, or get an objection 
letter for yourself from tinyurl.com/
runwayobjection. Our cover photograph 
was provided by Allan Theron, and 
show the ship The World, which is a 
residential ship with apartments that 
one can purchase, just like any other 
real estate. Of course the difference is 
that The World travels all around well, 
the world, on a grand tour and stops in 
exotic locations all over. So if you have a 
cool several million, you can also have a 
house on the high seas (swashbuckling 
adventures not included). Also in this 
issue is an update on the art exhibitions 
at the Library, and an insightful look at 
our politician’s paychecks, especially the 
top brass. We also have a short bit about 
the evolution of the emoticon - if you’re 
not sure what that is I won’t spoil too 
much, go look for yourself! So until next 
time, have a great time, and we’ll speak 
again in July, hopefully with some good 
news about this runway business!

Peter Bates
Cover Photo: The World. The largest private 
residential ship on the planet at 644 feet and 
has 165 individual homes. If you are interested 
in buying one of the apartments, get in line - 
which is apparently a long line. How much? 
Well, if you have to ask… The World berthed 
at Cape Town in March of this year, and the 
excellent cover photo was snapped by Allan 
Theron. www.flickr.com/photos/allantheron .

A HAPPY ENDING AT FARMERSFIELD VILLAGE 
by Keith Porter

In 1993 a Mr. John Adams was employed 
as maintenance assistant and gardener at 
Farmersfield Village. Times were tough for 
John in those days, and getting to work 
on time was no better than it is today 
with transport being very unreliable. But 
John was a conscientious employee, and 
decided to buy a bicycle to enable him to 
be punctual.  Regrettably, one winter’s 
morning he was knocked down and killed 
on the way to work, leaving a wife and two 
small children, Chyron and  Jodie.

John was a humble man, always willing 
to assist wherever he could, and was 
loved and respected by many in the 
Village.  So much so that the Trustees 
and Management paid John’s widow a 
gratuity, and took out an insurance policy 
for the two children to be paid out when 
they came of age. 

Twenty years later, the policy was 
uncovered, and the search for John 
Adams’ children began. There were no 
records in the office detailing any address 
or telephone number of the mother or the 
two beneficiaries but fortunately Verna 

In the picture from left to right is Chyron Adams, 
John Malherbe (Trustee Chairman) Verna 

Malherbe and Keith Porter (Village Manager)

Malherbe, the Village Secretary at that 
time, recalled the name of a friend of the 
Adams family who worked at a clothing 
manufacturer in Observatory. After 
months of rather intense searching, the 
children were traced to Upington, where 
they were staying with their uncle.

The story ended today, with an excited 
and happy Chyron Adams (now 20 years 
of age) receiving his insurance payout of 
R22,700.00. At a small, intimate gathering 
in the Village’s Community Centre many 
memories were exchanged by some of the 
residents who knew Chyron’s father and, 
now that contact has been established, 
we wish Chyron well for the future and 
look forward to seeing the family again in 
a few years when his sister Jodie qualifies 
for her share as well. 

Congratulations to Keenan Olivari of Edgemead (on left, pictured with editor Peter Bates) for 
correctly guessing the number of Easter eggs in the last issue! 

EASTER EGG PRIZE WINNER
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While I feel more could have been done to communicate the 
impact of this proposed change there is also a certain element 
of apathy, either because people hope someone else is taking 
care of fighting it, that it cannot be fought or perhaps they feel 
it won’t really affect them. I ask that in the spirit of community 
every resident seriously considers the impact this will have not 
only on themselves, but on their neighbours, the schools, the 
churches, the senior citizens and above all the people who have 
chosen to make Edgemead their home. If this proposed change 
goes ahead the impact will be very real and very permanent. We 
as individuals need to take the time to make our voices heard for 
the better of the community.  
Emile Coetzee

CHAIRMAN’S CORNER
Welcome to another great issue of Edgemead 
News. After our recent AGM, new office 
bearers were elected and I am pleased to 
announce that I will be serving the residents 
of Edgemead as Chairman for a second term. 
Other news from the AGM is that a resolution 
was passed to reduce the public meetings 

from two to one per year. The reasoning for this was that residents 
are regularly updated on matters of interest via Edgemead News 
and that the Committee can be contacted telephonically or via 
email. The constitution still allows for a special meeting to be 
called should one be necessary. 

The updated constitution can be downloaded from our 
website: www.edgemeadnews.co.za or request via email from 
the Secretary: edgemead.ra@gmail.com. We can also provide 
hard copies on request.

Another two months have passed and unfortunately I have 
no new feedback on the progress of the cell mast report that 
is supposedly being written. Two phone messages I left for the 
planning department remain unanswered. 

The informal trading plan seems to have done the same about 
turn as it did in October last year with “legal” pulling it back at 
the last minute. Perhaps the resistance being received from Table 
View residents is forcing them to rethink their plans?

One item that is receiving a lot of attention from our committee 
at the moment is the Cape Town International Airport runway re-
alignment project. The new runway will result in new flight paths 
bringing many more planes over Edgemead and Bothasig. We 
actively campaigned for people to attend the public open day 
held on 13 May. The turn-out was encouraging, but what was 
disturbing was that for many people this was the first time they 
were encountering this information. 

WINTER IN OUR MOTHER CITY
This Winter, SORTED Helps Uplift Rundown Communities and 
Organises Your Dream Space 

Winter has come, once again, and is settling herself in for 
her long visit. We find ourselves preparing for her stay by 
buying more warm and cosy items that keep her chill at bay. 
With each passing season we add to our new items and they 
slowly accumulate in the corners of our space. We begin to 
limit ourselves, without really wanting to acknowledge that it’s 
happening. The old stuff that we haven’t used in years takes 
up valuable space that we could repurpose into a much more 
useful area. We also know that for us to not feel crowded or 
closed in, it is essential to declutter and sort our space. 

We at SORTED can help with sorting and organising your 
space into becoming the dream home, office or garage that 
you’ve always wanted. Room by room. Detail by detail. We 
help you categorise your items, making it simple to make the 
choices that you, up till now, haven’t had the time to make.

Continued on next page. See advert below.
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EDGEMEAD NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH    
by Troy Gerber

Winter is coming, winter is coming . . .
A familiar phrase to the Game of Thrones fans, heralding the 

coming of cold dark days and, in the context of the TV series, it 
also heralds the coming of a great evil.

For Edgemead residents, winter in Cape Town also brings with 
it a great evil, which is the nights getting longer and the visibility 
around our neighbourhood decreasing. Not only are the nights 
longer, but add load shedding and rain and you have a perfect 
environment for the criminal who wants to roam the streets 
undetected. Night time and poor visibility are the friends of 
both the seasoned criminal as well as the opportunist criminal, 
who stumbles on an opportunity that he cannot resist.

In Edgemead we have seen a decrease in what would normally 
be deemed mainstream crime, like housebreaking, hijacking 
and house invasion, and vehicle thefts. As you know we cannot 
quote SAPS stats, but I can assure you, they are low, very low.

What has seen an increase is theft from motor vehicles of 
items ranging from hub cabs and petrol caps to spare wheels, 
and theft from inside motor vehicles, of radios or whatever 
was left on the seats. What we have learned from information 
provided by the victims is that, on many occasions, common 
sense would have prevented the theft .

So, how can you be more vigilant or secure when your 
vehicle is parked outside?
1. If at all possible, park inside your property, in a well-lit area. It only 

takes a few minutes to move your car off the street.

2. If you have a car with an external spare wheel, lock it up - not a 
dinky lock, but a big, chunky one. Criminals don’t like to work hard, 
and big locks are a visual deterrent.

3. If you cannot park inside your property, at least try and park in a 
well-lit area.

4. Don’t leave valuables in your vehicle (even if you are just quickly 
running inside). The obvious items are your phone, laptop bag, 
sunglasses and handbag. Other items that are less obvious, but still 
have value, are prams, baby car seats and anything that a criminal 
can sell at a second hand store.

5. Place valuable items out of sight BEFORE reaching your destination 
as someone might be watching.

6. If you have to leave bags in your car, make sure you place them in 
your boot before you get to your destination

7. Don’t leave your car unlocked, even for short periods of time.
8. Don’t leave traces of a GPS System in your vehicle (window suction 

or mounting bracket) as this indicates that the GPS could be hidden 
in your car.

9. Install an audible alarm system.
For more tips on crime prevention, follow us on our Facebook 
page at 
https://www.facebook.com/EdgemeadNeighbourhoodWatch

Events
Edgemead Neighbourhood Watch will be holding a general 
meeting at 7pm on 25th May 2015 at the Edgemead Primary 
School. Visit our Facebook page and suggest topics that you 
would like to discuss. As usual, we will have an exciting guest 
speaker at the meeting.

We will also be re-starting our very successful boerewors roll 
days at the Edgemead Centre - check on our Facebook page for 
the upcoming dates and times.

Feedback
Some Edgemead residents have voiced concern that there are 
‘rogue’ ENW patrollers out at night.

If you see what you think is an ENW patrol car, but it has no 
markings, call the SAPS immediately.

Don’t assume it’s a patroller, it may be a criminal surveying 
the neighbourhood. On occasion, we do joint operations with 
SAPS, and we are asked to remove identifying decals in order 
to blend in. On those occasions, SAPS has a list of all the ENW 
cars out on the road, their vehicle registrations and the drivers’ 
details. One call to them will give you peace of mind. 

WINTER IN OUR MOTHER CITY - Continued from previous page
We sort and rearrange the space into what best suits you.

Your space is sacred and we take care in reorganising 
the important areas of your life. We give attention to your 
individual needs. We also take care of your unwanted clutter 
by distributing and donating it to charity organisations of your 
choice.

So, with SORTED at your service, not only are you 
decluttering your space and turning it into a winter dream, 
but you are also providing for the less fortunate. Sounds 
great, right? Give James a call today on 083 275 3376, or call 
our office on 021 558 5930, and find out more about how 
we can help, or visit our website www.sorted.za.net to learn 
more about our services.
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Move on
Move up

www.leapfrog.co.za

Put up a sign
Wait for an offer
Wait for an offer

Get a real estate agent.
Wait for an offer

Wait for a serious offer
Get a new real estate agent

Wait for an offer
No feedback from agent

Wait for an offer
Unqualified buyers 

can't get bonds
Reduce asking price

Wait for an offer

Just start packing

Two ways to 
sell your home

THE NORMAL WAY

OR

THE LEAPFROG WAY

EDGEMEAD  021 559 7152
Bernie   083 700 0192 René   079 965 6886
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POSTSCRIPT FROM THE ERA CHAIRMAN
Our editor wrote to Councillor Helen Carstens: “I was hoping that you would offer 
some comment on the highly contentious issue of the proposed runway realignment 
… it would be good to include comment from our Ward Councillor about what action 
you and your office are taking with regard to the project.”

Helen Carstens replied: “As for the runway 
alignment, it is a National Government 
mandate and as a local government 
representative I do not have the authority 
to interfere.”

But in the Weekend Argus of 17 May it is 
stated that a memorandum of agreement 
exists between the Airports Company of SA 
(ACSA) and the City of Cape Town, so the 
City most certainly has some involvement 
in this project. In fact, because of the 
distress of residents of Blikkiesdorp 
immediately alongside the airport, the 
Right2Know Campaign has decided to 
support them and to press the City for 

release of the documents containing their 
agreement with ACSA.

We believe that the City should have 
done more to inform the citizens who 
will be affected; and your ERA committee 
members have been doing everything they 
can to raise community awareness of the 
detrimental effect this runway will have 
on us, and to gather as many objections as 
they can. Chris Dalgleish, project director 
for ACSA’s consultants, SRK Consulting, 
is quoted as saying that his company 
has been commissioned to conduct an 
environmental impact assessment on the 
realignment of the runway and “we found 
there would be quite a significant noise 
level, which could affect approximately 
400 000 people because the noise levels 
will be above the recommended guidelines 
for residential areas.”

What we would like is reassurance that 
the City will safeguard the interests and 
wellbeing of all its residents, and perhaps 
especially those from a Ward such as 
this which has given such loyal support 
to the DA.  But what we will continue to 
do in the meanwhile is to collect as many 
objections as possible - in the words of 
a Black Sash poster of many years ago: 
IF YOU DON’T PROTEST, YOU CONSENT.

Emile Coetzee

Hold the carrots!
Pet bunnies 

in Britain are 
becoming fat 

because they are 
fed too many 

carrots. Despite 
the vegetable’s 

healthy image, it 
has a high sugar 

content of around 
35 calories, and 
vets are seeing 

sugar-rich carrots 
making more 

tubby bunnies.
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THE REST IS EASY...
                                FOLLOW ME

To book contact:

Bonnita Connolly - 084 077 8100

Personal / Group Trainer 
www.beautifulbodies.co.za                       www.sportswise.co.za 

29Fitness 

A class for 29 
minutes with a mix 

of bodyweight 
toning and cardio 

(bring mat and 
2 Kg dumbbells)

Divine Dance
A fun high energy easy to follow 
dance class to rejuvenate Spirit, 

Soul and Body!

Mobile Personal 
training

In the privacy of 
your home. 

Specialising in 
rehab, core Pilates, 
functional training 
and weight loss.

  (max group of 4)

Therapeutic Mobile 
Massage
An affordable 

luxury you 
deserve. 

WE COME 
TO YOU!!

Mon / Thu 18:00  
18:30

at Bothasig Town hall,
 Link Rd Bothasig

Tue 18:00  
18:30 

at Edgemead 
Community hall, 
Edgemead Drive

29Fitness
Divine Dance

Core Pilates
Divine Dance

the typeface 
is very small 
at this size!

The word ‘emoticon’ is a portmanteau of 
‘emotive’ and ‘icon’, and if you’ve sent a text 
message recently (and you probably have 
- SA cellphone users send over 150 million 
messages a day), you’re probably familiar 
with it: a short string of punctuation, 
expressing an emotion. Things like :-)  or 
:-(  mean happy and sad, while  :P  is a face 
with the tongue sticking out (being silly) 
and  :/  is an unsure expression. Along with 
abbreviations like ‘lol’ (laugh out loud), 
‘bff’ (best friend forever) and ‘g2g’ (got 
to go), emoticons and text abbreviations 
have been recognised as a symbol of 
the ever-connected, internet-linked, 
cellphone-toting millennial generation. 
With the availability of cellphones, and the 
dawn of instant messaging apps like Mxit 
(pronounced mix-it), these emoticons and 
abbreviations were a natural response to 
typing out full words on a 12-key keyboard. 
Back in the heady days of 2005, before 
cellphones with QWERTY keyboards and 

autocorrect, these emoticons and lols 
and g2gs were the staple of cellphone 
communication.

Now, with the rise of Whatsapp, BBM, 
Twitter and Instagram, the humble 
emoticon is being left behind in favour 
of the emoji. ‘Emoji’, a Japanese 
loanword, refers to little pictures that 
are sent along with text messages. We 
technology users have been treated 
to a whole slew of emoji, from the 
natural to the downright odd. You’d 
probably understand the need for emoji

like 
   

or
     

or
   

, but
 
probably not the need

 
for others like  

 
or

   
or 

  
. Whatever 

they take, emoji and emoticons have 
firmly cemented a place in every texters 
vocabulary. It’s a matter of time to see 
where they go next :)           

ENOUGH FOR SAVILE ROW 
AND JIMMY CHOO

Even before Police Minister, Nathi Nhleko, 
decides how much of the R246million 
non-security related costs of upgrades to 
President Zuma’s home at Nkandla is to 
be effectively given to the President, it is 
interesting to look through CNN’s recent 
report on the salaries of the world’s 
heads of state.

Zuma actually takes home more money 
than Britain’s Prime Minister David 
Cameron, Japan’s President Shinzō Abe, 
France’s President François Hollande and 
Russia’s President Vladimir Putin.  In fact, 
he is the world’s fourth highest earner 
with a staggering R2,72 million per year 
- an annual salary which surpasses that 
of heads of state from countries much 
wealthier than South Africa.

Highest paid is United States President 
Barack Obama, with an annual salary 
of R4,9 million, second is Canadian 
President Stephen Harper who receives 
a salary of R3,16 million annually, and 
third is Germany’s Angela Merkel, with 
R2,9 million a year.

EMOTIVE EMOTICONS EVOLVE EMOJI
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Did you ever wonder how Edgemead came 
into being?  The Garden City movement 
was founded in England in the late 1800’s 
by Ebenezer Howard, who was later 
knighted for his achievements.  His aim was 
to construct self-contained, planned towns 
with adequate space for schools, roads, 
sports facilities, churches, shops and the 
other requirements of improved living and 
social conditions, instead of the appalling 
overcrowding that arose from rapid 
industrialisation.  A close South African 
friend of Howard’s, Richard Stuttaford, 
visited some of these projects and was 
so impressed that he detailed proposals 
for a housing association and, in 1919, 
the formation of a Garden Cities Trust 
was approved by the Union Parliament.  
400 morgen of state land was donated, 
and a cash donation of £10,000 from Mr 
Stuttaford comprised the Trust’s original 
capital, with which South Africa’s first 
Garden City, Pinelands, was established.

In 1967 negotiations were concluded 
for the acquisition of a 263 ha. portion of 
the farm Plattekloof, lying at the foot of 
the Tygerberg Hills.  Additional land was 
acquired, and Edgemead now occupies 
more than 340 ha.  Considerable attention 
was given to physical environment, and 
use was made of cul-de-sacs, curved 
roads, footpaths, carefully sited informal 
open spaces and playgrounds to create an 
attractive village environment.  To further 
enhance the “streetscape”, houses were 
linked by walls so that yards, washlines, 
refuse bins and other unsightly activities 
were not exposed to the street.  It was 
interesting to note that these, and other 
aesthetic controls exercised by Garden 
Cities, were enthusiastically supported by 
residents.

The houses were built of the best 
quality materials and sited to maximise 
privacy and to enable future extension 
if desired.  To reduce initial cost, one in 
three houses was provided with a garage, 
although provision was made for two 
garages on each plot.  And, based on an 
analysis of size of SA families, and for cost 
reasons, there was a rationalisation in the 
number of two, three and four bedroom 
units built.

Garden Cities’ primary function has 
been to build homes, rather than houses, 
and it regards the provision of full social 
amenities as an essential element in 
engendering a feeling of well-being and 
belonging to the community.  Surpluses 
from the sale or letting of commercial 
and other non-residential sites are used 
for improving the welfare of inhabitants 
of Garden Cities, and there is not a club, 
society or any other public amenity that 
has not received either a donation of land 
or financial help.  To a very large extent, it 
is the generosity and the caring attitude of 
Garden Cities that has enabled us all to be 
“Proud to live in Edgemead”.

First published in Edgemead News 
in May 2005

The first homes

HOW IT ALL BEGAN  by Lee Engeler
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SURGERY
Dr J. KIRKBY

Dr G. COUPLAND
Dr R. HACKING
Dr N. FOURIE

EDGEMEAD
SHOPPING CENTRE

(NEXT TO GARDEN CITIES)

Tel: 021 558 1011
After Hours: 021 712 6699

NEW ERA COMMITTEE 2015

Chairperson
Emile Coetzee

   Committee 
Judy Kidwell

Vice-Chairperson
Mark Richards

Committee
June Tee

  Committee
Richard Thomass

Committee  
Peter Bates
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DOCTOR FISH
Fish pedicures were introduced into the UK a few years 
ago, and today there are also foot spas in and around 
Cape Town where clients place their feet into a tank full 
of Garra rufa fish - a variety of Turkish toothless carp - 
and sit back while the fish eat away their dead skin. 

These fish are found in river basins of the Northern 
and Central Middle East, mainly in Turkey, Syria, Iraq 
and Iran, but not everyone is brave enough to try this 
treatment. Perhaps it’s all the scary tales of piranha fish 
in the Amazon region that make someone very wary of 
entrusting his or her feet to a tankful of squirming, skin-
nibbling fish.

WHO ARE THE FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY?
People often ask who we are. To answer your question, we are a 
small committee of local residents who meet monthly to discuss 
possible ways and means of fund-raising to enable the purchase 
of books (as many best sellers as possible!), library materials, and 
DVD’s - in addition to those that can be purchased with Provincial 
or Municipal funding.

We have various fund-raising sources. There are two cupboards 
in the library on which crafters display their wares on a permanent 
basis, and we receive a percentage of the sale price.

We hold two art exhibitions per year which not only provide an 
opportunity to local artists to show their artwork but, again, bring 
money into our kitty because we take a percentage of the sales.

Twice a year we also hold very successful mini craft markets, 
offering interesting and innovative goods, many handmade items 
and also delicious home made foods.

And twice a month we hold boot sales, where local residents can 
make a few Rand and clear their garages and cupboards at the same 
time for the nominal charge of R40. 

Soon we hope to start again with our raffles.
On Friday mornings a cup of tea or coffee and a choice of two eats 

for only R10 is offered; and if anyone hasn’t already been persuaded 
to join us for the princely annual subscription of R10, you can do so 
at any time and your donation will be welcomed with open arms!  
It’s in the best interests of all of us who use and love our library.
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Open till 6pm
weekdays

SHOP 7, EDGEMEAD VILLAGE CENTRE   021 559 7788
CHECK OUT OUR FACEBOOK PAGE FOR RONNIE’S TIP OF THE DAY

https://www.facebook.com/JacksPaintandHardwareEdgemead

PAINT STOCKISTS!
Specialists in MIXING and MATCHING!

BREAKING THE LAW IN SINGAPORE
The equivalent of R10,000 for chewing gum – and that’s just one 
of the hefty fines! An Edgemead resident who recently visited 
Singapore had some fascinating details to tell Edgemead News.

Singapore is sometimes called “The Fine City,” but the title has 
a double meaning referring to the immaculate, or fine, state that 
Singapore is in, and also the many different fines that the country 
imposes. Singapore is known for its impeccable cleanliness and 
low crime rate. It has such a strong reputation for being safe 
that the authorities actually had to put out a warning stating 
that “low crime does not mean no crime” to remind people to 
stay vigilant. Locals place a lot of importance on discipline, and 
corporal punishment is widely accepted. Caning is used to punish 
criminals and also as a disciplinary measure in schools, the 
military, and the domestic scene. 

Chewing gum is banned in Singapore and importation of 
chewing gums is illegal. Improper disposal of gum and even 
carrying of the banned product will cost a hefty fine of up to 
$1,000 for first time offenders.  The ban of chewing gums stems 
from maintenance problems in high-rise apartment buildings 
(gum in keyholes, mailboxes, and on elevator buttons). Chewed 
wads left on seats of public buses, pavements, stairways, and 
floors were also considered serious problems. 

Littering endangers Singapore’s reputation of being impeccably 
clean, and there’s a reason why the streets are almost glistening 
with cleanliness - stringent enforcement is in place. First time 
offenders can be fined $1,000 for the first conviction and $5,000 
for repeat convictions. On top of that, you can be forced to do 
community labour and, if you offend three times, you have to 
wear a sign which states: “I am a litter lout”.

Smoking is prohibited in many areas in Singapore including all 

indoor places where the public congregates. In 2009 the ban was 
widened to include shopping centres, offices, and shops, and in 
2013 even to many outdoor facilities, all put in place to ensure a 
safe, healthy, and clean environment for the public, safeguarding 
people from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke.

Jaywalking is also considered a serious offence for which 
you can be fined up to R10,000; and other unacceptable (and 
punishable) behaviour includes spitting, bird feeding, flower 
picking, dumping, water wasting, and so on.  

Not flushing the toilet in Singapore is breaking the law.  
Apparently, police officers do random checks to make sure public 
toilets are flushed after use and there is a fine and a possible 
caning! 

As for urinating in elevators – these are equipped with Urine 
Detection Devices which detect the scent of urine, set off an 
alarm and close the doors until the police arrive to arrest the 
offender.
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ART EXHIBITION IN EDGEMEAD LIBRARY
Three paintings sold within the first 15 minutes! 

That was the exciting opening of the recent art exhibition in our Library, at 
which the Friends hosted a tea party for both the participating artists and all 
the wonderful volunteer helpers – those who restack books onto the shelves, 
who mend old favourites, who clean the returned DVD’s, and so on. During 
the next few weeks, the lovely display of paintings in so many different styles 
made the Library an even more attractive place. Importantly, it was also a 
most successful exhibition at which 25 paintings were sold – successful for 
the local artists and also for the Friends, who receive a percentage of sales 
towards their fund-raising.

On the subject of fund-raising, Friends of the Library committee member 
Nicoline Moore has done a sterling job during the past three months.  
Membership of the Library is free, but she sat at the entrance asking patrons 
to join the Friends @ R10 per individual or R20 per family per year, the funds 
to be used to purchase new books. To date, she has raised an amazing R9,500, 
and there is a list on the Library notice board showing the 70 books bought in 
March with these donations. 

Nicoline’s Friday morning teas are also gaining momentum (and funds!) For 
only R10 you can have a cup of tea or freshly-percolated coffee and a choice 
of two eats (usually kindly donated), and you’ll probably enjoy the company of 
another couple of residents with whom you can have a chat.

The forthcoming event on the Friends’ agenda is one of our very popular 
mini Craft Markets.  The next 
one will run from 25 June to 4 
July and once again promises 
to offer a selection of lovely 
homewares and gifts and 
delicious homemade goodies. 
Interested crafters can ask at 
the library or contact Lynda on 
friendsoftheedgemeadlibrary@
gmail.com

Enquire about Make-Up and Hair special for 
E-News readers 

Slimming great tasting organic tea R45
www.helencookmakeup.co.za
info@helencookmakeup.co.za

082 402 5192!Cut out voucher and receive threading less
50% till end April 2015 (safer than waxing)

Grant Whaits  082 889 9326
grantthebio@gmail.com

 
 
 

    

 
 

  

    
 

    
  

BASED AT CENTURY CITY
VIRGIN ACTIVE

Come get your
Vitality Fitness Assessment or 

Momentum Multiply
Fitness Assessment

done this month
Based at Century City Virgin Active, 

non-members are welcome
to see me for Rehabilitation, 

Conditioning, chronic disease 
management & �tness assessments

LOUD SOUNDS CAN
HARM US!

Sounds can be harmful, and can damage structures 
or nerve fibres in the inner ear that respond to 
sound. It’s not only the length of time that causes 
damage, it’s the volume of the sound as well e.g. a 
petrol-driven lawnmower’s noise becomes harmful 
after 2 hours and 30 minutes.

“Noise-induced hearing loss” (NIHL) can result 
from a one-time exposure to a very loud sound, blast 
or impulse, at or above 120 decibels, or by listening 
to loud sounds, at or above 85 decibels, over an 
extended period. The louder the sound, the shorter 
the time period before hearing damage occurs, and 
NIHL cannot be medically or surgically corrected.  

It will take an MP3 player at maximum volume 
only four minutes to harm your hearing, while a rock 
concert can do the damage in just 28 seconds.

If somebody blows a vuvuzela in your ear, the safe 
limit is nine seconds.
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INSPIRED ADVERTISING
An American kitty litter manufacturer came up with a 
brilliant way to market their product – they sent out 
flyers, pushed through the letter slots in front doors, 
which were impregnated with catnip.  If there was 
a cat in the house or flat, it would soon be grabbing 
and attacking the piece of paper because the catnip 
made it so excited.
     Of course, the owners couldn’t miss the commotion, 
looked to see what was causing it, and saw the ad 
offering a bargain price on kitty litter.

Kim:
083 633 2660

Yvonne:
083 284 2350

Office: 021 558 1060
Ryan:

082 443 9083

Winter Warmer - 20% Discount
SELLERS - list your property with RBS Properties 
in June and July and receive a 20% reduction in our 
standard commission rate. - T's & C's Apply.
FREE VALUATIONS - NO OBLIGATIONS
                                          

Let us achieve a
record price for     
your property.

Smuts and his young friends watch the 
minstrel parade pass by. 

Photo by C. Stevenson

SANCCOB’s 5-star hotel: “As much fish as you can eat!”  
Photo by C. Stevenson

The De Grendel Lions Club Membership is 
growing in Edgemead with the induction of 
two more members. Lions: Valio Petkov and 
Ivo Stoianov who are the newest members 
of the De Grendel Lions Club, with Lion Valio 
being inducted last month and Lion Ivo being 
his sponsor. De Grendel Lions Club is happy 
to welcome them into their family of Lions.

Left: A huge thank you 
from De Grendel Lions Club 
to the Edgemead Primary 
School learners, parents 
for the generous Easter 
Eggs donation. Thank you, 
Edgmead Primary School 
learners and Ms Cindy Bell 
(teacher) who has been 
manning this project for the 

past 9 years. 
– Yolanda de Jager.
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Edgemead
Cricket Club
by Lawrie Snyders

EDGEMEAD 
BOWLS CLUB

by Colin Gray
Well here we are again at 
the end of the Bowls season. 

Our club which is the biggest Bowls Club 
in the Western Cape but has once again 
had a very successful season.

The Men’s Premier team managed to 
finish second in their Western Province 
Division and 5 other teams were 
promoted to higher divisions.

The Ladies Premier side finished 3rd in 
the Premier division and 3 other sides did 
extremely well.

We won the Ladies and Men’s Singles 
Master championships. Congratulations 
to Cheryl Cox and Raysford Cruywagen.

We again triumphed in the WP Men’s 
and Ladies Trips competition and we 
congratulate Cheryl Cox, Silvia Burns and 
Anita Groenewald.

The Men’s teams consisted of Nick 
Rusling, Tory Sabatti and Dave Aherne.

One of our new members, Robbie 
Piketh, won the WP Men’s Singles 
Championship.

In the WP Men’s Fours event we were the 
runners up. Once again we congratulate 
Raysford Cruywagen, Stephen Neethling, 
Charl Du Plooy and John Watkins.

The Men’s Midweek competition was 
won, thanks to Theo van der Walt, Lionel 
Verwey, Graeme Kemp and Billy London 
and the Ladies team of Elsa Gray, Lyn 
Nichol, Flo Nagel and Gail Botes were the 
runners up.

If you would like to join our club or would 
like to try out this Sport of Kings please 
contact our President Graeme Kemp 
(phone 078-792-8438) in this regard.

THE WRIGHT ASTRO OPENS!
On 14 April 2015 Edgemead High School 
officially opened their full size synthetic 
(astro) hockey turf. This exciting event places 
Edgemead in competition with the top 
hockey schools in the peninsula, and connects 
directly to our theme of “Dare to Soar”.

The development of the astro is part of 
our 30th year celebrations this year and we 
are looking forward to our other events with 
great excitement -  the Musical Production, 
Hello Dolly, at the Baxter; the past pupils’ art 
exhibition in Cape Town; the Tabula Rasa; and 
the building of our new Cafeteria.

Edgemead is working hard to offer our 
community the best possible school - we 
“Dare to Soar”. – Jacki Frazer

“ALL THAT GLITTERS
IS NOT GOLD”

Tito and Amanda Watts from Jacksonville 
in the USA were recently arrested for 
selling “golden tickets to heaven” to 
hundreds of people.  The couple sold 
the tickets @ $99.99, and told buyers 
they were made of solid gold, and that 
each ticket reserved the buyer a spot in 
heaven - “simply present the ticket at 
the pearly gates and you’re in.”
   Jacksonville police stated that it is 
not illegal to sell golden tickets to 
heaven, but that the couple was selling 
their product under false pretences in 
claiming that the tickets were solid gold 
while they were in fact wood, sprayed 
gold, with “Ticket to Heaven - Admit 
One” written in marker pen.

Subsequently admitted by the 
newspaper which published the story to 
be an April Fool’s Day joke!
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EDGEMEAD FOOTBALL CLUB
by Kevin Robinson

Edgemead FC is in full swing with the new season well underway. 
For those who do not know, we are situated behind the Community 
Centre where we have four full sized playing fields all with floodlight 

facilities and changing rooms,  as well as a well stocked bar and a busy canteen.
Training nights are Monday to Thursday with games taking place during the week 

as well as Friday nights, for our girls’ team, as well as our main day, Saturdays.
We cater for junior teams from the under 7 all the way through to under 17, and 

have a ladies team, 6 senior teams and 3 veterans teams with players approaching 60 
still actively on the field. Come down on a Saturday morning and watch our numerous 
junior teams in all age groups participate in the wonderful sport of football.

We are always looking for additional coaches to look after our vast number 
of junior teams, as we are one of the biggest amateur clubs in the Southern 
Hemisphere. Peter Commin is doing a fantastic job as Junior Vice Chairman, and 
he is the man to speak to if you would like to get involved in the junior section or 
bring your youngster down to join the ranks.

Andrew Tucker is an ex Edgemead and Bafana Bafana player who is the first 
team senior coach.  Andrew is back for his second spell at the club and he brings a 
wealth of experience as we try to grow our talented base of home grown players. 
We have many players in our first side who have been with the club since their 
junior days and are now regulars in our first team squad, plying their trade in the 
local Tygerberg District Premier league.

We are always looking for club sponsors and, if you would like to get involved 
with the club in any way, then please do not hesitate to contact me on my cell 
number below. We have sponsored advertising boards around the perimeter of 
the field and, at a few of R2000 per year, we can promote your business, a once off 
additional cost of R1000 for the first year for the cost of the board will apply. We 
can have over 1000 parents, players and supporters go through the gates on any 
one Saturday, and this will be great exposure to not only the local community but 
also to the visiting clubs from Bothasig, Durbanville, Table View and further afield.

The clubhouse is a great venue to hold events - from a 21st birthday party 
to a 50th, you can make contact with us regarding hiring of the facility for your 
particular needs. We have a well stocked bar and tuck shop, and there is activity 
on a regular basis with big crowds always down to watch the big rugby games as 
well as the English Premiership. Live music is available on various nights and you 
can join our facebook page for an update on our other activities.

The club can’t run without our committee and these wonderful people give up 
their time, free of charge, to make things possible for our large membership. It’s 
great to see all our youngsters off the streets and on the playing field and, if you 
haven’t been down before, pop down and support the Mead.

Mike Pluke  -   Chairman
Chris Erasmus  -   Senior Vice Chairman
Peter Commin  -   Junior Vice Chairman

CALLING FOR 
PHOTOGRAPHERS!

If you are talented at photography and 
have some impactful or interesting 
images that you would like to share 
with us send them to: editor@
edgemeadnews.co.za. 

The best images will be published in 
the next issue!
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